
“Since we have quite a high volume of transactions,
we’ve tried to automate and have as little staff as
possible with as much efficiency as possible.
Advent’s STP solutions give us that ability.”
Edward Wright, Senior Manager and Trust Officer, Piedmont Financial Trust Company
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True Straight Through Processing 
Maximizes Efficiency, Enhances Service
A single-family office needs to be especially
responsive to its clients. And when the fam-
ily members number some 250, that can be
a challenge.

Piedmont Financial Trust has served one
family over six generations, and as the fam-
ily has grown, so have the firm’s operational
requirements. “I want to be able to run as
many client portfolios as I can, provide the
end clients and account administrators with
a high level of service, and do it all as effi-
ciently as possible,” says Edward Wright,
Senior Manager and Trust Officer.

Advent Portfolio Exchange®:
The Integrated Platform
To meet those goals, Piedmont utilizes a
wide array of Advent technology solutions,
starting with the core portfolio management
system, Advent Portfolio Exchange®. APX
integrates portfolio accounting, reporting
and CRM on a single, SQL-based platform.

“The APX platform gives us the ability to
leverage our data significantly,” Mr. Wright
says. “Once it’s in SQL, we can do custom
applications in house. We can do all different
kinds of reports. And we can create custom
links to transmit data to our custodians.”

Piedmont also takes advantage of the inte-
grated CRM capabilities to keep track of
family members. “We were running CRMs in
a couple databases over about three to four
locations,” Mr. Wright explains. “We saw APX
as a potential way to streamline that into
one database.”

Straight Through Processing: Daily 
Reconciliation with Optimal Efficiency
To further drive efficiency, Piedmont
employs a full complement of Advent
straight through processing products,
including:
� Advent Custodial Data® (ACD), which

automates the collection of reconcilia-
tion data from over 800 sources

� Advent Corporate Actions® (ACA) for
improving timeliness and accuracy in 
corporate actions processing

� Rex® for automated custodial 
reconciliation

� DTCC Interface, which automates trade
settlement reconciliation

“Since we have quite a high volume of 
transactions, probably in the ten to twenty
thousand range per month, we’ve tried to
automate and have as little staff as possible
with as much efficiency as possible,” says Mr.
Wright. “I think that Advent’s STP solutions
give us that ability.”

Managing Multiple Managers
Advent’s STP solutions are especially criti-
cal in supporting Piedmont’s “manager-of-
managers” investment model. “The family
invests in investment LLCs, which may be
comprised of one or many investment 
managers,” Mr. Wright explains. “Without
straight through processing from Advent,
we would have no good way to present per-
formance information and consolidated
reports for the family members. The Advent
suite of products allows us to pull in trans-
actional information from all of our sub-
managers into the family’s accounts on a
daily basis and do all the reconciliation. We
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can then run composite performance in APX
and give our clients very high quality infor-
mation on their investments.”

Saving Days in Reconciliation
ACD connects Piedmont Financial with the
custodians they work with and provides daily
transactions, positions, and other data. DTCC
gives them the trading activity from their
managers. “We can take that data, reconcile
it automatically in Rex because we have two
data sources. It’s efficient. It’s quick.”

For a firm with the volume of Piedmont
Financial, Mr. Wright cannot imagine trying
to reconcile without the level of automation
and integration that Advent delivers.
“Account reconciliation can be a nightmare 
if you’re trying to do it manually,” he says.
“I think that Rex is a real advantage for us,
because we can do that work daily. That’s 
an enormous benefit when we get to month
end. By taking the half hour to reconcile
daily, we are saving three or four days of
work on the back end trying to figure out
what’s going on.”

Staying “Ahead of the Game” with ACA
Advent Corporate Actions® provides cus-
tomized reporting on corporate actions that
affect a firm’s specific holdings. It frees up
staff from having to monitor multiple infor-
mation sources for corporate actions and
takes the guesswork out of processing them.

By providing accurate information in a
timely manner, ACA reduces the risk of
trade errors resulting from a failure to
account for the action. “I feel like we are
informed and educated and ahead of the
game, instead of waiting a month for the
bank and trying to figure out how to handle
a corporate action.”

“ACA saves us a lot of time in processing
some of the complex corporate actions
because it creates the transactions and
automatically updates the cost basis,” says
Mr. Wright. “In addition, ACA reports and
alerts help from a management perspective
to make us aware of corporate actions so
we can more effectively review and sign off
on month-end reconciliations.”

Positioned for Growth
The combination of APX and Advent’s STP
solutions has helped Piedmont master the
challenges of a large single-family office. In
Mr. Wright’s view, it has also helped position
the firm to expand its offering should it
decide to in the future.

“If we were to become a multi-family office,
Advent products would play a larger role in
the organization,” he says. “The Advent plat-
form really gives us a high level of opera-
tional efficiency. And it provides us with the
leverage to handle a significantly higher num-
ber of accounts than we do currently—with
the same staff or just a minimal increase.”

People Make the Difference
While Advent products add measureable
value to Piedmont Financial’s operations,
Mr. Wright agrees that Advent people do as
well. “The support has been great,” he says.
“They are quick to respond. Personally, any-
time I’ve been at a conference or met with
product managers, consultants or sales-
people, they’ve been very professional and
very helpful. We really have had positive
experiences with all areas of Advent.”
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“Without straight through
processing from Advent, 
we would have no good way
to present performance
information and consolidated
reports for the family 
members.”

“The Advent platform really
gives us a high level of opera-
tional efficiency.”
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